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Abstrat
In Young towers with suiently small tails, the Birkho sums of Hölder on-
tinuous funtions satisfy a entral limit theorem with speed O(1/
√
n), and a loal
limit theorem. This implies the same results for many non uniformly expanding
dynamial systems, namely those for whih a tower with suiently fast returns an
be onstruted.
Résumé
Dans les tours de Young ayant des queues susamment petites, les sommes de
Birkho des fontions hölderiennes satisfont le théorème entral limite ave vitesse
O(1/
√
n) et le théorème de la limite loale. Par onséquent, de nombreux systèmes
dynamiques non uniformément dilatants satisfont les mêmes onlusions : il sut de
pouvoir onstruire une tour ave des retours à la base susamment rapides.
1 Results
1.1 Introdution
Let T : X → X be a probability preserving transformation and f : X → R. The funtions
f ◦ T k, for k ∈ N, are identially distributed random variables, and it is an important
problem in ergodi theory to see whether they satisfy the same kind of limit theorems as
independent random variables.
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Many results are known when T is uniformly expanding or uniformly hyperboli (without
or with singularities, in the Markov or non Markov ase), and f is Hölder ontinuous. In
this ase, it is indeed often possible to onstrut a spae of funtions ontaining f on whih
the transfer operator assoiated to T has a spetral gap. Therefore, the spetral pertur-
bation method, introdued by Nagaev in the ase of Markov hains, makes it possible to
mimi the probabilisti proofs on independent variables. In this way, it is possible to get
distributional onvergene (to normal laws or stable laws), and more subtle results suh as
the speed of onvergene (also alled the Berry-Esseen theorem) or the loal limit theorem
(see for example [RE83, GH88, Bro96, AD01℄). These results, in turn, have important
onsequenes onerning the asymptoti behavior of the system ([AD99, SV04℄).
On the other hand, when the system is not uniformly expanding or uniformly hyperboli,
it is not possible to use diretly the aforementioned spetral method. Consequently,
other methods have been devised to handle the distributional onvergene of Birkho
sums. Among many tehniques, the most exible one is probably the martingale argument
of Gordin (see for example [Liv96, PS02, CLB01, Dol04, Zwe03℄). Some results have
also been obtained on the speed in the entral limit theorem, by diret estimates (see
[LBP, Rau04℄). However, there is urrently no result onerning the loal limit theorem,
whih is not surprising sine the proof of this theorem requires a heavy Fourier mahinery,
even in the probabilisti ase, and is not easily aessible to elementary methods.
The aim of this artile is to prove the loal limit theorem and the Berry-Esseen theorem for
Hölder funtions in the setting of Young towers ([You99℄), where the deay of orrelations
is not exponential and the transfer operator has no spetral gap. The Young towers are
abstrat spaes whih an be used to model many non-uniformly expanding maps, for
example the Pomeau-Manneville maps in dimension 1 studied by Liverani, Saussol and
Vaienti ([LSV99℄), the Viana map (for whih a tower is built in [ALP02℄), or the unimodal
maps for whih the ritial point does not return too quikly lose to itself ([BLvS03℄).
Thus, all these maps also satisfy the loal limit theorem, and the entral limit theorem
with speed O(1/
√
n). These results also apply in non uniformly hyperboli settings, with
the tehniques of [You98℄.
The proof is spetral: it uses perturbations of transfer operators, as in [GH88℄, but applied
to rst return transfer operators assoiated to an indued map, as dened by Sarig in
[Sar02℄. The method is related to [Gou04a℄, with a more systemati use of Banah algebra
tehniques.
1.2 Results in Young towers
A Young tower ([You99℄) is a probability spae (X,m) with a partition (Bi,j)i∈I,j<ϕi of
X by positive measure subsets, where I is nite or ountable and ϕi ∈ N∗, together with
a nonsingular map T : X → X satisfying the following properties.
1. ∀i ∈ I, ∀0 6 j < ϕi − 1, T is a measure preserving isomorphism between Bi,j and
Bi,j+1.
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2. For every i ∈ I, T is an isomorphism between Bi,ϕi−1 and B :=
⋃
k∈I Bk,0.
3. Let ϕ be the funtion equal to ϕi on Bi,0, whene T
ϕ
is a funtion from B to
itself. Let s(x, y) be the separation time of the points x and y ∈ B under T ϕ, i.e.
s(x, y) = inf{n | ∃i 6= j, (T ϕ)n(x) ∈ Bi,0, (T ϕ)n(y) ∈ Bj,0}.
As T ϕi is an isomorphism between Bi,0 and B, it is possible to onsider the inverse gm
of its jaobian with respet to the measure m. We assume that there exist onstants
β < 1 and C > 0 suh that ∀x, y ∈ Bi,0, | log gm(x)− log gm(y)| 6 Cβs(x,y).
4. The map T preserves the measure m.
5. The partition
∨∞
0 T
−n((Bi,j)) separates the points.
The notion of Young tower has been introdued by Young in [You98, You99℄ as a model
for non uniformly expanding dynamial systems. The non uniformity is measured by the
size of tails m{x ∈ B | ϕ(x) > n}: if this quantity is very small, then most points enjoy
some expansion before time n, when they rst return to the basis. This expansion, in turn,
is suient to study statistial properties of the system, inluding deay of orrelations.
Young has proved that, if m[ϕ > n] = O(1/nβ) for some β > 1, then the orrelations of
suiently regular funtions (see the denition of Cτ (X) below) deay like O
(
1/nβ−1
)
.
In partiular, if β > 2, these orrelations are summable, and a martingale method an be
used to prove that a entral limit theorem holds.
We extend the separation time s to the whole tower, by setting s(x, y) = 0 if x and y are
not in the same set Bi,j , and s(x, y) = s(x
′, y′)+1 otherwise, where x′ and y′ are the next
iterates of x and y in B. For 0 < τ < 1, set
Cτ (X) = {f : X → R | ∃C > 0, ∀x, y ∈ X, |f(x)− f(y)| 6 Cτ s(x,y)}.
This spae has a norm ‖f‖τ = inf{C | ∀x, y ∈ X, |f(x)− f(y)| 6 Cτ s(x,y)}+ ‖f‖∞.
The following theorem is well known and an for example be proved using martingale
tehniques (see [You99, Theorem 4℄).
Theorem 1.1. Let τ < 1. Assume that m[ϕ > n] = O(1/nβ) with β > 2. Let f ∈ Cτ (X)
have a vanishing integral. Then there exists σ2 > 0 suh that
1√
n
n−1∑
k=0
f ◦ T k → N (0, σ2).
Moreover, σ2 = 0 if and only if f is a oboundary, i.e. there exists a measurable funtion
g suh that f = g − g ◦ T almost everywhere.
The main results of this artile are Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. To formulate the rst one, we
will need the following denition:
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Denition. A map f : X → R is periodi if there exist ρ ∈ R, g : X → R measurable,
λ > 0 and q : X → Z, suh that f = ρ+ g − g ◦ T + λq almost everywhere. Otherwise, it
is aperiodi.
Theorem 1.2 (loal limit theorem). Let τ < 1. Assume that m[ϕ > n] = O(1/nβ)
with β > 2. Let f ∈ Cτ (X) have a vanishing integral, and let σ2 be given by Theorem 1.1.
Assume that f is aperiodi. This implies in partiular σ2 > 0. Then, for any bounded
interval J ⊂ R, for any real sequene kn with kn/
√
n → κ ∈ R, for any u ∈ Cτ (X), for
any v : X → R measurable,
√
n m {x ∈ X | Snf(x) ∈ J + kn + u(x) + v(T nx)} → |J | e
− κ2
2σ2
σ
√
2π
.
The funtion on the right is the density of N (0, σ2): this theorem (for u = v = 0 and
kn = κ
√
n) means that
m
{
1√
n
Snf ∈ κ + J√
n
}
∼ P
(
N (0, σ2) ∈ κ+ J√
n
)
.
Hene, it shows that Snf/
√
n behaves likeN (0, σ2) at the loal level (ontrary to Theorem
1.1 whih deals with the global level). It is important that f is aperiodi. Otherwise, f
ould be integer valued, and the theorem ould not hold, e.g. for kn = 0, u = v = 0 and
J = [1/3, 2/3].
For f : X → R, dene a funtion fB on B by
fB(x) =
ϕ(x)−1∑
k=0
f(T kx). (1)
In the probabilisti ase, the Berry-Esseen theorem, giving the speed of onvergene in the
entral limit theorem, holds under an L3 moment ondition ([Fel66℄). In the dynamial
setting, we will need the same kind of hypothesis, but on the funtion fB. Note that,
sine |fB| 6 ‖f‖∞ ϕ and β > 2, we always have fB ∈ L2(B).
Theorem 1.3 (speed in the entral limit theorem). Let τ < 1. Assume that m[ϕ >
n] = O(1/nβ) with β > 2. Let f ∈ Cτ (X) have a vanishing integral, and σ2 be given by
Theorem 1.1.
Assume that σ2 > 0, and that there exists 0 < δ 6 1 suh that
∫ |fB|21|fB|>z dm = O(z−δ)
when z →∞. If δ = 1, assume also that ∫ f 3B1|fB|6z dm = O(1). Then there exists C > 0
suh that ∀n ∈ N∗, ∀a ∈ R,∣∣∣∣m{x | 1√nSnf(x) 6 a
}
− P (N (0, σ2) 6 a)∣∣∣∣ 6 Cnδ/2 .
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When fB ∈ Lp for some 2 < p 6 3, then the onditions of the theorem are satised for δ =
p− 2. In partiular, when fB ∈ L3, we obtain a onvergene with speed O(1/
√
n), whih
is the usual Berry-Esseen theorem. Note also that, for any f ∈ Cτ (X), the onditions
of the theorem are satised for δ = β − 2 if 2 < β < 3, and for δ = 1 if β > 3.
The formulation we have given is more preise than the usual Berry-Esseen theorem, in
view of the appliations, where an Lp ondition would not be optimal (see for example
Theorem 1.5). In fat, the onditions of the theorem on fB orrespond to neessary and
suient onditions to get a entral limit theorem with speed O(n−δ/2) in the probabilisti
(independent identially distributed) setting, as shown in [IL71, Theorem 3.4.1℄.
Remark. Using the same methods, it is possible to prove the same results in a more
general setting, namely maps for whih a rst return map is Gibbs-Markov in the sense
of [Aar97℄. For the sake of simpliity, we will only onsider Young towers.
1.3 Appliations
General setting
Let (X, d) be a loally ompat separable metri spae, endowed with a Borel probability
measure µ, and T : X → X a nonsingular map for whih µ is ergodi. Assume that there
exist a bounded subset B of X with µ(B) > 0, a nite or ountable partition (mod 0)
(Bi)i∈I of B, with µ(Bi) > 0, and integers ϕi > 0 suh that:
1. ∀i ∈ I, T ϕi is an isomorphism between Bi and B.
2. ∃λ > 1 suh that, ∀i ∈ I, ∀x, y ∈ Bi, d(T ϕix, T ϕiy) > λd(x, y).
3. ∃C > 0 suh that, ∀i ∈ I, ∀x, y ∈ Bi, ∀k < ϕi, d(T kx, T ky) 6 Cd(T ϕix, T ϕiy).
4. ∃θ > 0 and D > 0 suh that, ∀i ∈ I, the jaobian gµ dened on Bi by gµ(x) =
dµ
d(µ◦Tϕi|Bi )
satises: for all x, y ∈ Bi, | log gµ(x)− log gµ(y)| 6 Dd(T ϕix, T ϕiy)θ.
Denote by ϕ the funtion on B equal to ϕi on eah Bi. If µ{x | ϕ(x) > n} is summable,
we an dene a spae X ′ = {(y, j) | y ∈ B, j < ϕ(x)}, and a map T ′ : X ′ → X ′ by
T ′(y, j) = (y, j + 1) if j < ϕ(x) − 1 and T ′(y, j) = (T ϕ(y)(y), 0) otherwise. Dene also
π : X ′ → X by π(y, j) = T j(y). Then π ◦ T ′ = T ◦ π.
Set µ′ =
∑∞
n=0 T
′
∗
n(µ|B∩{ϕ > n}): it is a measure of nite mass on X ′, not neessarily T ′-
invariant. Young has proved in [You99, Theorem 1℄ that there exists a unique invariant
probability measure m′ on X ′ whih is absolutely ontinuous with respet to µ′. It is
ergodi, and (X ′, T ′, µ′) is a Young tower in the sense of Setion 1.2. The measure
m = π∗(m′) is T -invariant, absolutely ontinuous and ergodi.
If f : X → R is Hölder ontinuous, then f ′ := f ◦ π : X ′ → R belongs to Cτ (X ′) for
τ lose enough to 1. Moreover, the Birkho sums
∑n−1
k=0 f ◦ T k and
∑n−1
k=0 f
′ ◦ T ′k have
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the same distribution with respet respetively to m and m′. Hene, Theorems 1.1, 1.2
and 1.3 on the funtion f ′ in the Young tower (X ′, T ′, m′) imply the same results on the
funtion f in (X, T,m).
To apply these theorems, we have to hek their assumptions. The ondition m[ϕ > n] =
O(1/nβ) with β > 2 orresponds simply to the requirement∑
ϕi>n
µ(Bi) = O(1/n
β) for some β > 2.
To apply Theorem 1.2, we additionally have to hek that the funtion f ′ is aperiodi
for T ′, whih an be ompliated when the extension X ′ is not expliitly desribed. On
the other hand, the aperiodiity of f may be easier to hek, using for example the
information at the periodi points. In this ase, the following abstrat theorem ensures
that f ′ is automatially aperiodi, whene we an apply Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.4. Let T ′ : X ′ → X ′ be a probability preserving map on a probability spae
(X ′, m′). Let (X,m) be a standard probability spae, T : X → X an ergodi probability
preserving map, and π : X ′ → X a map with ountable bers, suh that m = π∗(m′) and
T ◦ π = π ◦ T ′. Let f : X → R. Then
• The funtion f is a oboundary for T if and only the funtion f ◦ π is a oboundary
for T ′.
• The funtion f is aperiodi for T if and only if the funtion f ◦ π is aperiodi for
T ′.
Examples
Reently, many maps have been shown to t in the previous setting. For example, [ALP02,
Theorem 3℄ shows that the Alves-Viana map, given by
T :
{
S1 × R → S1 × R
(ω, x) 7→ (16ω, a− x2 + ε sin(2πω))
satises these assumptions (for any β > 2) when 0 is preperiodi for the map x 7→ a−x2,
and ε is small enough. In fat, any map lose enough to T in the C3-topology also satises
them.
In the one-dimensional ase, [BLvS03℄ shows that many unimodal maps of the interval
also satisfy these hypotheses: it is suient that the returns of the ritial point lose to
itself our at a slow enough rate.
Finally, we will disuss with more details the ase of the Pomeau-Manneville maps, studied
among many others by Liverani, Saussol and Vaienti ([LSV99℄). They form an interesting
lass of appliations, sine the inuene of the xed point 0 beomes more and more
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important when α inreases. The expliit formula (2) is not important, what matters is
only the loal behavior around the xed point. Hene, all the following results an be
extended to a muh larger lass of examples but, for the sake of simpliity, we will only
onsider the following maps.
Let α ∈ (0, 1/2), and onsider T : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] given by
T (x) =
{
x(1 + 2αxα) if 0 6 x 6 1/2,
2x− 1 if 1/2 < x 6 1. (2)
This map has a paraboli xed point at 0, and is expanding elsewhere. It has a unique
absolutely ontinuous invariant probability measure m, whose density is Lipshitz on any
interval of the form (ε, 1] ([LSV99, Lemma 2.3℄).
Theorem 1.5. Let 0 < α < 1/2, and let f : [0, 1] → R be a Hölder funtion with
vanishing integral, whih an not be written as g − g ◦ T . Then f satises a entral limit
theorem with variane σ2 > 0.
• If α < 1/3, or f(0) = 0 and there exists γ > α− 1/3 suh that |f(x)| 6 Kxγ, then
there exists C > 0 suh that ∀n ∈ N∗, ∀a ∈ R,∣∣∣∣m{x | 1√nSnf(x) 6 a
}
− P (N (0, σ2) 6 a)∣∣∣∣ 6 C√n.
• If 1/3 < α < 1/2, f(0) = 0 and there exists γ > 0 suh that |f(x)| 6 Kxγ and
δ := 1
α−γ − 2 ∈ (0, 1), then there exists C > 0 suh that ∀n ∈ N∗, ∀a ∈ R,∣∣∣∣m{x | 1√nSnf(x) 6 a
}
− P (N (0, σ2) 6 a)∣∣∣∣ 6 Cnδ/2 .
• If 1/3 < α < 1/2 and f(0) 6= 0, then there exists C > 0 suh that ∀n ∈ N∗, ∀a ∈ R,∣∣∣∣m{x | 1√nSnf(x) 6 a
}
− P (N (0, σ2) 6 a)∣∣∣∣ 6 C
n
1
2α
−1 .
Moreover, if f is aperiodi, it satises the loal limit theorem.
Proof. Let x0 = 1, and xn+1 be the preimage of xn in [0, 1/2]. Let yn+1 be the preimage
of xn in (1/2, 1]: the intervals Bn = (yn+1, yn] form a partition of B = (1/2, 1] and, if
ϕn = n, all the hypotheses of Setion 1.3 are satised. Moreover, m(Bn) ∼ Cn1/α+1 and
xn ∼ Dn1/α for onstants C,D > 0 ([LSV99℄). In partiular, m(ϕ > n) = O(1/nβ) for
β = 1/α > 2.
Let f be Hölder on [0, 1]. If f(0) 6= 0, then fB = nf(0) + o(n) on Bn. Otherwise, let
γ > 0 be suh that |f(x)| 6 Kxγ . Reduing γ if neessary, we an assume that γ < α.
Then it is easy to hek that |fB| 6 Cn1−γ/α on Bn.
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Using these estimates, we an hek the integrability assumptions of Theorem 1.3 for
δ = 1 in the rst ase, 1
α−γ − 2 in the seond ase, and 1α − 2 in the third ase. Hene,
Theorem 1.3 implies the desired estimates on the speed in the entral limit theorem.
Finally, the loal limit theorem is a diret onsequene of Theorem 1.2.
The aperiodiity assumption is a priori not easy to hek, sine the periodiity equality
f = g−g◦T +ρ+λq is assumed to hold only almost everywhere. However, under suitable
regularity assumptions on f , it is possible to prove that this equality holds everywhere
(see e.g. [AD01℄ for loally onstant f , [Gou04b℄ for Hölder f). For example, if T is given
by (2), then f = log |T ′| − ∫ log |T ′| is aperiodi.
In Setion 2, we will prove Theorem 1.4, and show that it is suient to prove Theorems
1.2 and 1.3 in mixing Young towers (i.e., suh that the return times ϕi satisfy gcd(ϕi) = 1).
The rest of paper is devoted to the proof of these theorems. In Setion 3, we prove an
abstrat spetral result on perturbations of series of operators. In Setion 4, we apply
this result to rst return transfer operators, to get the key result Theorem 4.6. We then
use this estimate in the last two setions to prove respetively the loal limit theorem 1.2
and the Berry-Esseen theorem 1.3.
2 Preliminary redutions
2.1 Proof of Theorem 1.4
Proof of the oboundary result. If f is a oboundary, i.e. f = g−g◦T , then f ′ := f ◦π an
be written as f ′ = g′− g′ ◦ T ′, where g′ = g ◦ π. However, the onverse is not immediate:
if f ′ = g′ − g′ ◦ T ′, the funtion g′ is a priori not onstant on the bers π−1(x), whih
prevents us from writing g′ = g ◦ π.
We use the following haraterization of oboundaries: Let T be an endomorphism of a
probability spae (X,m). Then a measurable funtion f on X an be written as g − g ◦ T
if and only if
∀ε > 0, ∃C > 0, ∀n > 1, m{x ∈ X | |Snf(x)| > C} 6 ε. (3)
This haraterization, due to Shmidt, is proved for example in [AW00℄.
If f ′ is a oboundary, then (3) is satised by f ′ in X ′, whene it is also satised by f in X
(sine this ondition only involves distributions). Thus, f an be written as g− g ◦T .
Proof of the aperiodiity result. If f is periodi on X , i.e. f = ρ+ g − g ◦ T + λq where q
is integer-valued, then f ◦ π = ρ+ (g ◦ π)− (g ◦ π) ◦ T ′ + λ(q ◦ π), i.e. f ◦ π is periodi.
On the other hand, if f ◦ π = ρ′ + g′ − g′ ◦ T ′ + λq′, it is not neessarily possible to write
diretly g′ = g ◦ π. The proof of the periodiity of f will use ideas of [AW00℄. We an
assume for example that λ = 2π. Replaing m′ by one of its ergodi omponents, we an
also assume that m′ is ergodi.
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Sine the projetion π has ountable bers, there exists a measurable subset A of X ′ suh
that π is an isomorphism between A and X , and m′(A) > 0. Dene a funtion g˜ on X by
g˜(x) = g′(x′), where x′ is the unique preimage of x in A. Replaing f by f − g˜+ g˜ ◦T −ρ′,
and g′ by g′− g˜ ◦π, we an assume without loss of generality that g′ = 0 on A and ρ′ = 0.
For x ∈ X , let Wn(x) be the measure on S1 given by
Wn(x) =
1
n
n∑
k=1
δ(eiSkf(x))
where δ(y) is the Dira mass at y. For u ∈ C0(S1), it is possible by ompatness to nd
a subsequene nk suh that∫
S1
u dWnk(x)→ L(u)(x) weak ∗ in L∞(X).
It is possible to obtain this onvergene for a dense ountable set of funtions in C0(S1), by
a diagonal argument. By passing to a further subsequene, it is also possible to guarantee
that
1
n
∑n
k=1
∫
S1
u dWnk(x) → L(u)(x) on a set Y ⊂ X with m(Y ) = 1, by Komlos'
Theorem ([Kom67℄). By density, we get the same onvergene for any u ∈ C0(S1).
For x ∈ Y , the map u ∈ C0(S1) 7→ L(u)(x) ∈ R is a nonnegative ontinuous linear
funtional sending 1 to 1, thus given by a probability measure Px. Moreover, these
measures satisfy PTx(S) = Px(e
if(x)S) for any Borel subset S of S1, sine Wn(Tx)(S) =
Wn(x)(e
if(x)S)± 2
n
.
For some ε > 0, we will prove that
m{x | Px({1}) > ε} > ε. (4)
If x′ ∈ A∩T ′−k(A), then eiSkf◦pi(x′) = ei(g′(x′)−g′◦T ′k(x′)) = 1, i.e. Skf ◦π(x′) ∈ 2πZ. Hene,∫
X
Wn(x)({1}) dm(x) = 1
n
n∑
k=1
∫
X
1(Skf(x) ∈ 2πZ) dm(x)
>
1
n
n∑
k=1
∫
X′
1(A ∩ T ′−kA) dm′(x′)
=
∫
X′
1A ·
(
1
n
n∑
k=1
1A ◦ T ′k
)
dm′(x′)→ m′(A)2 > 0
by Birkho Theorem. Thus, for large enough n,
∫
X
Wn(x)({1}) > 3ε > 0, whene∫ (
1
n
∑n
k=1Wnk(x)
)
({1}) > 2ε for large enough n. Sine ( 1
n
∑n
k=1Wnk(x)
)
({1}) 6 1, we
get
m
{
x |
(
1
n
n∑
k=1
Wnk(x)
)
({1}) > ε
}
> ε.
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Thus, the set C =
{
x | lim sup ( 1
n
∑n
k=1Wnk(x)
)
({1}) > ε} satises m(C) > ε. Finally,
Px({1}) > ε on C, and this proves (4).
Dene a measure µ on X × S1, by µ(U × V ) = ∫
U
Px(V ) dm(x). Then µ is invariant
under the ation of Tf : (x, y) 7→ (T (x), e−if(x)y), and [AW00℄ proves that, for almost
every ergodi omponent P of µ, there exists a ompat subgroup H of S1 and a map
ω : X → S1 suh that, denoting by mH the Haar measure of H ,
∀U × V ⊂ X × S1, P (U × V ) =
∫
U
mH(ω(x)V ) dm(x).
Moreover, in this ase, it is possible to write eif(x) = ω(Tx)
ω(x)
ψ(x), where ψ takes its values
in H .
If, for all omponent P of µ, we had H = S1, then P = m ⊗ Leb for all P , whene
µ = m⊗Leb. This is a ontradition, sine µ(C×{1}) > 0, while (m⊗Leb)(C×{1}) = 0.
Thus, for some hoie of P , H = Z/kZ, whene ψ(x)k = 1, and eikf(x) = ω(Tx)
k
ω(x)k
. Thus, f
is periodi on X .
Remark. The proof only shows that the period of f on X divides the period of f ◦ π
on X ′, not that they are equal. In fat, it is not hard to onstrut examples of Young
towers where the two periods are dierent. Moreover, the result is not true without the
assumption that the bers are ountable.
2.2 Redution to the mixing ase
In the proofs in Young towers, it is often useful to assume that the tower is mixing,
i.e. gcd(ϕi) = 1. This restrition may seem tehnial, but it is important (for example,
without it, there is no deay of orrelations any more). For limit theorems, however, it is
irrelevant: Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 for mixing towers imply the same results for general
towers.
Proof. We assume that Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are true in any mixing Young tower.
Let X be a non-mixing Young tower, with N = gcd(ϕi) > 1, and let f ∈ Cτ (X) be of
vanishing integral. For k = 0, . . . , N − 1, set Zk =
⋃
Bi,j for j ≡ k mod N . Then, for
every k, (Zk, T
N) is a mixing Young tower, to whih we an apply Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and
1.3.
On Zk, we onsider the funtion fk given by
∑N−1
i=0 f(T
ix), i.e. (SNf)|Zk . Then
∫
Zk
fk =∫
X
f = 0. Theorem 1.1 applied to fk on (Zk, T
N) gives a onstant σk suh that, on Zk,
1√
sN
SsNf → N (0, σ2k).
Writing an integer n as sN+r with r < N , we get that 1√
n
Snf → N (0, σ2k) on Zk. Finally,
if x ∈ Z0, Snf(x) and Snf(T kx) dier by at most 2k ‖f‖∞. Thus, 1√nSnf − 1√nSnf ◦ T k
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tends to 0 in probability on Z0, whih shows that σk = σ0. Writing σ for this ommon
number, we get that
1√
n
Snf → N (0, σ2) onX . Moreover, if σ = 0, then f0 is a oboundary
for TN , i.e. f0 = g − g ◦ TN where g : Z0 → R is measurable. We extend g to the whole
tower: if (x, j) ∈ X , with j = sN+r and r < N , set g(x, j) = g(x, sN)−∑r−1i=0 f(x, sN+i).
It is then easy to hek that f = g − g ◦ T . This proves Theorem 1.1.
For the loal limit theorem, let us assume that f is aperiodi, and take u, v and kn as
in the assumptions of Theorem 1.2. We show that the funtions fk are also aperiodi.
Otherwise, for example, f0 = ρ + g − g ◦ TN + λq, where g and q are dened on Z0. We
extend g and q to the whole tower: for (x, j) ∈ X with j = sN + r and 0 < r < N ,
set g(x, j) = g(x, sN) −∑r−10 (f(x, sN + i)− ρN ) + λq(x, sN), and q(x, j) = 0. Then
f = ρ
N
+ g− g ◦T +λq, whih is a ontradition. Thus, all the funtions fk are aperiodi.
We an apply to them Theorem 1.2 in the mixing tower (Zk, T
N), and get that
√
sN m
{
x ∈ Zk | SsNf(x) ∈ J + ksN + u(x) + v(T sNx)
}→ m(Zk)|J | e− κ22σ2
σ
√
2π
.
Summing over k, we get the onlusion of Theorem 1.2 for f , and for the times of the
form sN . For times of the form sN + r with 0 < r < N , we use the same result for f ◦T r,
u− Srf, v ◦ T r and the sequene ksN+r, and get that
√
sN + r m
{
x ∈ X | SsNf ◦ T r(x) ∈ J + ksN+r + u(x)− Srf(x) + v(T sN+rx)
}
→ |J | e
− κ2
2σ2
σ
√
2π
.
As SsNf ◦ T r(x) + Srf(x) = SsN+rf(x), this onludes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Finally, the entral limit theorem with speed is dedued from the same result on eah Zk,
for times of the form sN . We extend the result to arbitrary times: writing n as sN + r
with r < N , we have |SsN+rf − SsNf | 6 r ‖f‖∞. This introdues an error, of order
O(1/
√
n) 6 O(1/nδ/2).
Remark. For this proof, it was important to have a strong version of the loal limit
theorem, involving funtions u and v.
Theorem 1.1 is proved in [You99, Theorem 4℄. The rest of the paper is devoted to the
proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 in mixing Young towers. From this point on, X will be a
mixing Young tower, i.e. gcd(ϕi) = 1.
3 An abstrat result
If (an)n∈N and (bn)n∈N are two sequenes indexed by N, we denote by (an) ⋆ (bn) the
sequene cn =
∑n
k=0 akbn−k. If (an)n∈Z and (bn)n∈Z are two summable sequenes in-
dexed by Z, we also dene their onvolution cn = (an) ⋆ (bn) by cn =
∑∞
k=−∞ akbn−k.
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Hene, if
∑
anz
n
and
∑
bnz
n
are series with summable oeients, the oeient of
zn in
(∑
akz
k
) (∑
bkz
k
)
is given by (an) ⋆ (bn) (more preisely, it is given by the n
th
term
(
(ak) ⋆ (bk)
)
n
of this sequene, but we will often abuse notations and write simply
(an) ⋆ (bn)). Finally, we write D = {z ∈ C | |z| < 1} and D = {z ∈ C | |z| 6 1}.
The goal of this setion is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Let β > 2. Let Rn, for n ∈ N∗, be operators on a Banah spae E, with∑∞
k=n+1 ‖Rk‖ = O(1/nβ). Set R(z) =
∑
Rnz
n
, and assume that 1 is a simple isolated
eigenvalue of R(1), while I − R(z) is invertible for z ∈ D − {1}. Let P be the spetral
projetion assoiated to R(1) and the eigenvalue 1, and assume that PR′(1)P = µP with
µ > 0.
Let Rn(t) be operators on E (for t in some interval [−α, α] with α > 0) suh that∑∞
k=n+1 ‖Rk(t)−Rk‖ 6 C|t|/nβ−1. Set R(z, t) =
∑
znRn(t). Let λ(z, t) be the eigen-
value lose to 1 of R(z, t), for (z, t) lose to (1, 0). We assume that λ(1, t) = 1 −M(t)
with M(t) ∼ ct2 for some onstant c with Re(c) > 0.
Then, for small enough t, I −R(z, t) is invertible for all z ∈ D. Let us denote its inverse
by
∑
Tn(t)z
n
. Then there exist α′ > 0, d > 0 and C > 0 suh that, for every t ∈ [−α′, α′],
for every n ∈ N∗,∥∥∥∥Tn(t)− 1µ
(
1− 1
µ
M(t)
)n
P
∥∥∥∥ 6 Cnβ−1 + C|t|
(
1
nβ−1
)
⋆
(
1− dt2)n . (5)
In the appliation of Theorem 3.1 to the proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, the operators Rn
will desribe the returns to the basis B, and will be easily understood, as well as their
perturbations Rn(t). On the other hand, Tn will desribe all the iterates at time n, and
Tn(t) will be losely related to the harateristi funtion E(e
itSnf). Thus, (5) will enable
us to desribe preisely E(eitSnf), and this information will be suient to get Theorems
1.2 and 1.3.
3.1 Banah algebras and Wiener Lemma
In this paragraph, we dene some Banah algebras whih will be useful in the following
estimates. We postpone the proofs of the properties of these algebras to Appendix A.
A Banah algebraA is a omplex Banah spae with an assoiative multipliationA×A →
A suh that ‖AB‖ 6 ‖A‖ ‖B‖, and a neutral element. The set of invertible elements is
then an open subset of A, on whih the inversion is ontinuous.
Let C be a Banah algebra. If γ > 1, we write Oγ(C) for the set of formal series∑∞
n=−∞Anz
n
, where An ∈ C and ‖An‖ = O(1/|n|γ) when n → ±∞, endowed with
the standard produt of power series, orresponding to the onvolution of the sequenes
(An) and (Bn). It admits the naive norm supn∈Z(|n|+ 1)γ ‖An‖, for whih it is not a Ba-
nah algebra. However, there exists a norm, equivalent to the previous one, whih makes
Oγ(C) into a Banah algebra (Proposition A.1). Moreover, this algebra satises a Wiener
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Lemma: if A(z) =
∑
Anz
n ∈ Oγ(C) is suh that A(z) is invertible for every z ∈ S1, then
A is invertible in Oγ(C) (Theorem A.3).
We will also use the Banah algebra O+γ (C), given by the set of series
∑
Anz
n ∈ Oγ(C)
suh that An = 0 for n < 0. It is a losed subalgebra of Oγ(C), and it satises also a
Wiener Lemma (Theorem A.4).
Notation. If f : [−α, α]×Z → R+ for some α > 0, and C is a Banah algebra, we denote
by OC(f(t, n)) the set of series
∑∞
n=−∞ cn(t)z
n
where cn : [−α, α] → C is suh that there
exists α′ > 0 and C > 0 suh that
∀t ∈ [−α′, α′], ∀n ∈ Z, ‖cn(t)‖ 6 Cf(t, n).
We will often omit the subsript in OC. As usual, we will often write
∑
cn(t)z
n =
O(f(t, n)) instead of the more orret formulation
∑
cn(t)z
n ∈ O(f(t, n)). We will also
write O(g(n)) for the set of series
∑
Anz
n
with ‖An‖ 6 Cg(n) for some onstant C. This
is a partiular ase of the previous notation, where the funtions f(t, n) are independent
of t. Until the end of Setion 3, the notation O will always have this signiation.
Remark. The notations O and O should not be onfused: there are similarities (whih is
why we have used the same letter), but the alligraphi notation O indiates additionally
a Banah algebra. In this ase, we an for example use the ontinuity of inversion.
With these notations, we an reformulate Theorem A.3 as follows: if
∑
Anz
n = O(1/(|n|+
1)γ) for γ > 1, and
∑
Anz
n
is invertible for every z ∈ S1, then (∑Anzn)−1 = O(1/(|n|+
1)γ). The fat that Oγ(C) is a Banah algebra also implies that, for γ > 1,
O
(
1
(|n|+ 1)γ
)
⋆ O
(
1
(|n|+ 1)γ
)
⊂ O
(
1
(|n|+ 1)γ
)
, (6)
i.e., if two series
∑
Anz
n
and
∑
Bnz
n
(with An, Bn ∈ C) satisfy supn∈Z(|n|+1)γ ‖An‖ <∞
and supn∈Z(|n| + 1)γ ‖Bn‖ < ∞, then the series
∑
Cnz
n := (
∑
Anz
n) (
∑
Bnz
n) also
satises supn∈Z(|n|+ 1)γ ‖Cn‖ <∞.
3.2 Preliminary tehnial estimates
For notational onveniene, we will often write t instead of |t| in what follows. Equiva-
lently, the reader may onsider that the proofs are written for t > 0. We will also write
1
|n|γ instead of
1
(|n|+1)γ , disarding the problem at n = 0.
Lemma 3.2. When γ > 1 and d > 0,
O
(
1
|n|γ
)
⋆ O
(
1n>0t
2(1− dt2)n) ⊂ O( 1|n|γ + 1n>0t2
(
1− d
2
t2
)n)
.
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Proof. For n < 0, the oeient in the onvolution is less than
∑∞
k=0 t
2(1−dt2)k 1|n|γ 6 C|n|γ .
For n > 0, it is less than
∑n/2
k=−∞
1
|k|γ t
2(1−dt2)n/2+∑nk=n/2 1(n/2)γ t2(1−dt2)n−k 6 Ct2(1−
dt2)n/2 + C
nγ
. Finally, as
√
1− dt2 6 (1− d
2
t2
)
, we get the onlusion.
Lemma 3.3. Let γ > 1 and d > 0. Let Gt(z) = O
(
t
|n|γ + 1n>0t
3(1− dt2)n
)
, and assume
that F (z) = O(1/|n|γ) is invertible for every z ∈ S1. Then [F (z) +Gt(z)]−1 = F (z)−1 +
O
(
t
|n|γ + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
64
t2
)n)
.
Proof. We rst assume that F (z) = 1. Setting Ht(z) =
∑
n∈Z
t
|n|γ z
n+
∑
n∈N t
3(1−dt2)nzn,
the norm of the oeients of [1 + Gt(z)]
−1
is less than the oeients of [1 −Ht(z)]−1.
Thus, it is suient to onsider
1
1−tK(z)− t3
1−(1−dt2)z
where K(z) =
∑
zn
|n|γ . Note that
1
1− tK(z)− t3
1−(1−dt2)z
=
1
1− tK(z) − t3
1− (1− dt2)z
1− (1− dt2)
[
1 + t
3
1−tK(z)−t3
]
z
. (7)
For small enough t,
∣∣∣(1− dt2) [1 + t31−tK(z)−t3 ]∣∣∣ < 1, whene
1− (1− dt2)z
1− (1− dt2)
[
1 + t
3
1−tK(z)−t3
]
z
=
(
1− (1− dt2)z) ∞∑
n=0
(1− dt2)n
[
1 +
t3
1− tK(z)− t3
]n
zn
= 1 +
tz(1 − dt2)
1− tK(z)− t3 t
2
∞∑
n=0
(1− dt2)n
[
1 +
t3
1− tK(z)− t3
]n
zn.
(8)
We rst study the sum. Let A = Oγ(C) be the Banah algebra of the series whose
oeients are O(1/|n|γ). As K(z) ∈ A, we have 1 − tK(z) − t3 = 1 + OA(t). Sine
the inversion is Lipshitz on a Banah algebra, we get
t3
1−tK(z)−t3 = t
3 + OA(t4), whene∥∥∥[1 + t31−tK(z)−t3 ]n∥∥∥A 6 C(1 + 2t3)n. Let us estimate the oeient of zp in t2∑∞n=0(1 −
dt2)n
[
1 + t
3
1−tK(z)−t3
]n
zn. This is at most
t2
∞∑
n=0
(1− dt2)n
([
1 +
t3
1− tK(z)− t3
]n)
−n+p
6
∞∑
n=0
t2(1− dt2)n (1 + 2t
3)n
| − n+ p|γ
6
∞∑
n=0
t2
(
1− d
2
t2
)n
1
| − n+ p|γ
for t small enough so that (1 − dt2)(1 + 2t3) 6 (1− d
2
t2
)
. We nd the same expression
as in the onvolution between O
(
1n>0t
2
(
1− d
2
t2
)n)
and O(1/|n|γ), that we have already
estimated in Lemma 3.2. Thus, we get at most O
(
1
|p|γ + 1p>0t
2
(
1− d
4
t2
)p)
.
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As
tz(1−dt2)
1−tK(z)−t3 = O(t/|n|γ), another onvolution yields that (8) is
1 +O
(
t
|n|γ + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
8
t2
)n)
.
Multiplying by
1
1−tK(z)−t3 = 1+O
(
t
|n|γ
)
gives that (7) = 1+O
(
t
|n|γ + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
16
t2
)n)
.
This onludes the proof in the ase F (z) = 1.
We now handle the ase of an arbitrary F (z). Note that[
F (z) +Gt(z)
]−1
=
[
1 + F (z)−1Gt(z)
]−1
F (z)−1.
The Wiener Lemma A.3 implies that F (z)−1 = O
(
1
|n|γ
)
, whene Lemma 3.2 gives
F (z)−1Gt(z) = O
(
t
|n|γ + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
2
t2
)n)
. Thus, the ase F (z) = 1 yields
[
1 + F (z)−1Gt(z)
]−1
= 1 +O
(
t
|n|γ + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
32
t2
)n)
.
Another onvolution with F (z)−1 gives the result.
3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1
LetM(t) be as in Theorem 3.1. We x one and for all d > 0 suh that |1− 1
µ
M(t)| 6 1−dt2
for small enough t, and we restrit the range of t so that this inequality is true. The
invertibility of R(z, t) for z ∈ D and small enough t is proved in [Gou04a, Proposition
2.7℄.
To estimate the eigenvalues using Banah algebra tehniques, we will need that the eigen-
value lose to 1 of R(z) is dened on the whole irle S1, whih is not a priori the ase.
Consequently, we use the onstrution in the seond step of the proof of Theorem 2.4 in
[Gou04a℄: we replae R(z) by R˜(z) =
∑∞
−∞ R˜nz
n
, suh that it has a unique eigenvalue
λ˜(z) lose to 1 for z ∈ S1, equal to 1 only for z = 1, with∑|k|>n ‖R˜k‖ = O(1/nβ), and suh
that R(z) = R˜(z) for z lose to 1 on S1. We also set R˜(z, t) = (R˜(z)−R(z))+∑Rn(t)zn.
For small enough t, R˜(z, t) has for all z ∈ S1 a unique eigenvalue λ˜(z, t) lose to 1.
Lemma 3.4. We have
1− λ˜(z, t)
1− (1− 1
µ
M(t))z
=
1− λ˜(z)
1− z +O
(
t
|n|β−1 + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
2
t2
)n)
.
Proof. We write K(z, t) = λ˜(1,t)−λ˜(z,t)
1−z − 1−λ˜(z)1−z . Reall that λ˜(1, t) = λ(1, t) = 1 −M(t).
Then, writing B(z) = 1−λ˜(z)
1−z , we have
λ˜(z, t) = 1−M(t) + (z − 1)(K(z, t) +B(z)).
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Thus,
1− λ˜(z, t)
1− (1− 1
µ
M(t))z
− B(z) = M(t) + (1− z)(K(z, t) +B(z))−
[
1− (1− 1
µ
M(t))z
]
B(z)
1− (1− 1
µ
M(t))z
= K(z, t)
1− z
1− (1− 1
µ
M(t))z
+M(t)
1− zB(z)/µ
1 − (1− 1
µ
M(t))z
= I + II.
For I,
1− z
1− (1− 1
µ
M(t))z
= 1− 1
µ
M(t)
∞∑
n=1
(
1− 1
µ
M(t)
)n−1
zn (9)
is in 1 + O(1n>0t
2(1 − dt2)n). We multiply it by K(z, t). Set A = Oβ−1(Hom(E)) (the
Banah algebra of funtions whose oeients are in O(1/|n|β−1) for n ∈ Z). We have
R˜(z,t)−R˜(1,t)
z−1 =
R˜(z)−R˜(1)
z−1 + OA(t). The proof of [Gou04a, Lemma 2.6℄, but in the algebra
A and with tildes everywhere, applies (using Theorem A.3 to ensure that the inverses
remain in A). It gives λ˜(z,t)−λ˜(1,t)
z−1 =
λ˜(z)−λ˜(1)
z−1 + OA(t), i.e. K(z, t) = O(t/|n|β−1). Hene,
Lemma 3.2 yields
I = O
(
t
|n|β−1 + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
2
t2
)n)
.
Sine
R˜(z)−R˜(1)
z−1 = O
(
1
|n|β
)
, we prove that B(z) = O
(
1
|n|β
)
as in the third step of the proof
of Theorem 2.4 in [Gou04a℄ (but in the Banah algebra Oβ(Hom(E))). Sine 1−zB(z)/µ
vanishes at 1 (Step 7 of the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [Gou04℄) and is in O
(
1
|n|β
)
, it an
be written as (1− z)C(z) where C(z) = O(1/|n|β−1). To obtain II, we multiply C(z) by
M(t) 1−z
1−(1− 1
µ
M(t))z
= O(t2 + 1n>0t
4(1− dt2)n). Lemma 3.2 yields
II = O
(
t2
|n|β−1 + 1n>0t
4
(
1− d
2
t2
)n)
.
Corollary 3.5. We have I − R˜(z, t)
1−
(
1− 1
µ
M(t)
)
z
−1 = (I − R˜(z)
1− z
)−1
+O
(
t
|n|β−1 + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
256
t2
)n)
.
Proof. Let P˜ (z, t) be the spetral projetion assoiated to the eigenvalue λ˜(z, t) of R˜(z, t),
and Q˜(z, t) = I − P˜ (z, t). Set A = Oβ−1(Hom(E)). Then R˜(z, t) = R˜(z) + OA(t)
by assumption. As A satises the Wiener Lemma A.3, the integral expression of the
projetion P˜ (z, t) shows that P˜ (z, t) = P˜ (z) + OA(t). Moreover, I − R˜(z, t)Q˜(z, t) =
I − R˜(z)Q˜(z) + OA(t), whene (I − R˜(z, t)Q˜(z, t))−1 = (I − R˜(z)Q˜(z))−1 + OA(t), sine
I − R˜(z)Q˜(z) is invertible in A by Theorem A.3, and the inversion is Lipshitz.
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As
I − R˜(z, t) = (1− λ˜(z, t))P˜ (z, t) + (I − R˜(z, t)Q˜(z, t))Q˜(z, t),
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 yield that(
I − R˜(z, t)
1− (1− 1
µ
M(t))z
)−1
=
1− (1− 1
µ
M(t))z
1− λ˜(z, t)
P˜ (z, t) +
(
1−
(
1− 1
µ
M(t)
)
z
)
(I − R˜(z, t)Q˜(z, t))−1Q˜(z, t)
=
[
1− z
1− λ˜(z)
+O
(
t
|n|β−1 + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
128
t2
)n)][
P˜ (z) +O
(
t
|n|β−1
)]
+
[
(1− z) +O(1n=0t2)
] [
(I − R˜(z)Q˜(z))−1 +O
(
t
|n|β−1
)] [
Q˜(z) +O
(
t
|n|β−1
)]
=
1− z
1− λ˜(z)
P˜ (z) + (1− z)(I − R˜(z)Q˜(z))−1Q˜(z) +O
(
t
|n|β−1 + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
256
t2
)n)
=
(
I − R˜(z)
1− z
)−1
+O
(
t
|n|β−1 + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
256
t2
)n)
.
Corollary 3.6. We have I − R(z, t)
1−
(
1− 1
µ
M(t)
)
z
−1 = (I − R(z)
1− z
)−1
+O
(
t
|n|β−1 + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
512
t2
)n)
.
Proof. Let χ1, χ2 be a C
∞
partition of unity of S1 suh that R(z) = R˜(z) on the support of
χ1. Sine χ1 is C
∞
, χ1(z) = O(1/|n|β−1). Writing A(z, t) =
(
I−R(z,t)
1−(1− 1µM(t))z
)−1
, Corollary
3.5 ensures that
χ1(z)A(z, t) = χ1(z)A(z, 0) +O
(
t
|n|β−1 + 1n>0t
3
(
1− d
512
t2
)n)
.
Conerning χ2, we an modify R outside of its support so that I − R(z) is everywhere
invertible on S1. Let A = Oβ−1(Hom(E)). Sine I−R(z, t) = I−R(z)+OA(t), Theorem
A.3 yields (I − R(z, t))−1 = (I −R(z))−1 +OA(t). Hene,
χ2(z)A(z, t) = χ2(z)A(z, 0) +O
(
t
|n|β−1
)
.
In fat, the funtions in the previous Corollary are dened on the whole disk D, i.e. their
oeients for n < 0 vanish. However, during the proof, it was important to work in a
less restritive ontext, for example to introdue partitions of unity.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Set
Ft(z) =
 I −R(z, t)
1−
(
1− 1
µ
M(t)
)
z
−1 − (I −R(z)
1− z
)−1
and (
I −R(z)
1− z
)−1
=
1
µ
P + (1− z)A(z)
where A(z) = O
(
1
nβ−1
)
, by [Sar02, Theorem 1℄ or [Gou04, Theorem 1.1℄.
Then∑
Tn(t)z
n = (I −R(z, t))−1
=
1
1− (1− 1
µ
M(t))z
1
µ
P +
1− z
1− (1− 1
µ
M(t))z
A(z) +
1
1− (1− 1
µ
M(t))z
Ft(z)
= I + II + III.
The oeient of zn in I is 1
µ
(
1− 1
µ
M(t)
)n
P . So, we have to bound the oeients of
II and III to onlude.
By (9) and Lemma 3.2, the oeients of II belong to
[
1 +O
(
t2(1− dt2)n)] ⋆ O( 1
nβ−1
)
⊂ O
(
1
nβ−1
+ t2
(
1− d
2
t2
)n)
.
For III, we get by Corollary 3.6 that the oeient of zn is bounded by
O
(
(1− dt2)n) ⋆ O( t
nβ−1
+ t3
(
1− d
512
t2
)n)
.
The onvolution between (1 − dt2)n and t3(1 − d
512
t2)n is bounded by the onvolution
between (1 − d
512
t2)n and t3(1 − d
512
t2)n, whih gives nt3(1 − d
512
t2)n. This is less than
Ct(1− d
1024
t2)n, sine
n
2
(1− ct2)n 6
n/2∑
k=0
(1− ct2)k(1− ct2)n/2 6 (1− ct2)n/2 1
ct2
.
As t(1 − d
1024
t2)n 6 t(1 − d
1024
t2)n ⋆
(
1
nβ−1
)
, we get a bound of the form stated in the
theorem.
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4 The key estimate
In this setion, the assumptions are as in Theorem 1.1, i.e. X is a Young tower whose
return time ϕ satises m[ϕ > n] = O(1/nβ) with β > 2. We also assume that gcd(ϕi) = 1.
Take also f ∈ Cτ (X) with
∫
f dm = 0.
The goal of this setion is to estimate preisely
∫
X
eitSnf · u · v ◦ T n dm when u, v are
funtions on X . We will use the same kind of perturbative ideas as in [RE83℄ and [GH88℄,
but applied to transfer operators assoiated to indued maps on the basis B of the tower
(see [Sar02℄). Separating the dierent return times, it will be possible to use the abstrat
Theorem 3.1, to nally get the key estimate Theorem 4.6.
4.1 First return transfer operators
Let T̂ be the transfer operator assoiated to T , dened by
∫
u · v ◦ T dm = ∫ T̂ u · v dm.
When u is integrable on X , it is given by
T̂ nu(x) =
∑
Tny=x
g(n)m (y)u(y),
where g
(n)
m is the inverse of the jaobian of T n at y.
As the basis B of the tower plays a partiular role, we will deompose the trajetories of
the preimages of x under T n, keeping trak of the moments their iterates fall again in B.
More formally, we introdue the following operators:
Rnu(x) =
∑
Tny=x
y∈B,Ty,...,Tn−1y 6∈B,Tny∈B
g(n)m (y)u(y),
Tnu(x) =
∑
Tny=x
y∈B,Tny∈B
g(n)m (y)u(y),
Anu(x) =
∑
Tny=x
y∈B,Ty,...,Tny 6∈B
g(n)m (y)u(y),
Bnu(x) =
∑
Tny=x
y,...,Tn−1y 6∈B,Tny∈B
g(n)m (y)u(y),
Cnu(x) =
∑
Tny=x
y,...,Tny 6∈B
g(n)m (y)u(y).
The interpretations of these operators are as follows: Rn takes into aount the rst
returns to B, while Tn takes all returns into aount. Hene,
Tn =
∑
k1+...+kl=n
Rk1 . . . Rkl. (10)
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The operators Bn and An see respetively the beginning and the end of the trajetories,
outside of B. Thus, if x is xed and y satises T ny = x and {y, Ty, . . . , T ny} ∩ B 6= ∅,
we an onsider the rst b iterates of y, until it enters in B (this orresponds to Bb),
then some suessive returns to B, during a time k (this orresponds to Tk), and nally
a iterations outside of B (orresponding to Aa). Thus,
T̂ n = Cn +
∑
a+k+b=n
AaTkBb. (11)
The operator Cn takes into aount the points y suh that {y, Ty, . . . , T ny} ∩B = ∅.
We perturb these operators, setting (for X = A,B,C,R, T , and t ∈ R)
Xn(t)(·) = Xn(eitSnf ·).
Equation (10) remains true with t everywhere:
Tn(t) =
∑
k1+...+kl=n
Rk1(t) . . . Rkl(t). (12)
Let T̂ (t) be the perturbation of T̂ given by T̂ (t)(·) = T̂ (eitf ·). Then the following analogue
of (11) holds:
T̂ (t)n = Cn(t) +
∑
a+k+b=n
Aa(t)Tk(t)Bb(t). (13)
Let fB be given by (1). As fB = Snf on {y ∈ B | ϕ(y) = n}, we get Rn(t)(u) = Rn(eitfBu).
For z ∈ D, write R(z) =∑Rnzn, and
R(z, t) =
∞∑
n=0
Rn(t)z
n. (14)
Let TB be the rst return map indued by T on B, i.e. TB(x) = T
ϕ(x)(x). Then (14)
orresponds to onsidering all the preimages of a point in B under TB, whene R(1) is
the transfer operator T̂B assoiated to TB, and
R(1, t)(u) = T̂B(e
itfBu). (15)
When u is a funtion on a subset Z of X , we denote by Dτu(Z) the best Hölder onstant
of u on Z, i.e.
Dτu(Z) = inf{C > 0 | ∀x, y ∈ Z, |u(x)− u(y)| 6 Cτ s(x,y)} (16)
where s(x, y) is the separation time of x and y.
The operators Rn and Rn(t) at on Cτ ′(B) for any τ 6 τ
′ < 1. Take η suh that
0 < η < min(1/2, β − 2) (17)
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and set ν = τ η. For tehnial reasons, we will let the operators at on Cν(B). We
regroup in the following lemma all the estimates we will need later. Their proofs are
rather straightforward, but sometimes lengthy. Hene, we will not give the details of the
proofs, and rather give referenes to artiles where similar estimates are proved.
Lemma 4.1. The operators Rn and Rn(t) ating on Cν(B) satisfy the following estimates:
1.
∑∞
k=n+1 ‖Rk‖ = O(1/nβ).
2. The operator R(z, t) satises a Doeblin-Fortet inequality
‖R(z, t)nu‖ 6 C(1 + |t|)(ν|z|)n ‖u‖+ C|z|n ‖u‖L1 . (18)
In partiular, the spetral radius of R(z, t) is 6 |z|, and its essential spetral radius
is 6 ν|z|. Thus, I − R(z, t) is not invertible if and only if 1 is an eigenvalue of
R(z, t), and this an happen only for |z| = 1.
3. R(1) has a simple isolated eigenvalue at 1 (the eigenspae is the spae of onstant
funtions), and I −R(z) is invertible for z 6= 1.
4. There exists C > 0 suh that, for any t ∈ R, for every n ∈ N∗,
∞∑
k=n+1
‖Rk(t)− Rk(0)‖ 6 C |t|
nβ−1
.
5. For every t ∈ R, there exists C = C(t) suh that, for any t′ ∈ R, for every n ∈ N∗,
‖Rn(t′)− Rn(t)‖ 6 C |t′−t|1/2nβ−1 .
Proof. The rst assertion is a onsequene of [Gou04a, Lemma 4.2℄: it gives ‖Rn‖ =
O(m[ϕ = n]).
The inequality (18) is similar to [AD01, Proposition 2.1℄. In this artile, the hypothesis
is that DνfB(B) <∞, but the proofs work in fat as soon as
∑
m(Bi,0)DνfB(Bi,0) <∞.
In our ase, DνfB(Bi,0) 6 Cϕi, whene
∑
m(Bi,0)DνfB(Bi,0) 6 C
∑
m(Bi,0)ϕ(Bi,0) = C
by Ka's Formula. Sine the injetion Cν(B) → L1(B) is ompat, the statement on the
essential spetral radius of R(z, t) is then a onsequene of Hennion's Theorem ([Hen93℄).
The third assertion is [Gou04a, Lemma 4.3℄.
The two remaining assertions are proved by diret estimates, similar to the estimates in
[AD01, Theorem 2.4℄. The last one holds in C√τ (X) but not in Cτ (X). This is the reason
of the requirement ν >
√
τ .
We will also need the following estimates on Aa(t), Bb(t) and Cn(t), ating on Cν(X).
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Lemma 4.2. Let u, v ∈ L∞(X). There exists a onstant C suh that, for any t ∈ R, for
any a ∈ N, ∣∣∣∣∫ Aa(t)(u)v − ∫ Aa(u)v∣∣∣∣ 6 C |t|aβ−1 ‖u‖∞ ‖v‖∞ . (19)
Moreover,
∫
Aa(u)v = O(1/a
β), and
∞∑
a=0
∫
Aa(1B)v =
∫
v. (20)
Proof. Dene a funtion v′ on B by v′(x) = v(T ax) if ϕ(x) > a, and 0 otherwise. Changing
variables, we get
∫
Aa(t)(u)v =
∫
{ϕ>a} e
itSafuv′. Sine |eitSaf − 1| 6 |t|a ‖f‖∞ and m(ϕ >
a) 6 C
aβ
, this implies (19).
Moreover,
∣∣∫ Aa(u)v∣∣ 6 m(ϕ > a) ‖u‖∞ ‖v‖∞ 6 Caβ ‖u‖∞ ‖v‖∞. Finally, ∫ Aa(1B)v =∫
Ta{ϕ>a} v. Sine the sets T
a{ϕ > a} form a partition of X , (20) readily follows.
Lemma 4.3. For t ∈ R, Bb(t) = Bb+O
(
|t|
bβ−1
)
, where ‖Bb‖ = O(1/bβ) and ∀u ∈ Cν(X),
∞∑
b=0
∫
B
Bbu dm =
∫
X
u dm.
Proof. Let Λb be the set of points that enter into B after exatly b iterations, so that
Bb(t)(u) takes the values of u on Λb into aount. As in [AD01, Theorem 2.4℄, we hek
that ‖Bb(t)−Bb‖ 6 C|t|m(Λb)DνSbf(Λb). As DνSbf 6 Cb and m(Λb) = m[ϕ > b] =
O(1/bβ), we get indeed that ‖Bb(t)− Bb‖ 6 C |t|bβ−1 .
Moreover, we hek as in [Gou04a, Lemma 4.2.℄ that ‖Bb‖ = O(m(Λb)) = O(1/bβ).
Finally, as
∫
B
Bbu dm =
∫
Λb
u dm we get
∑
b
∫
B
Bbu dm =
∫
X
u dm.
Lemma 4.4. Let u ∈ L∞(X). There exists a onstant C > 0 suh that, for any t ∈ R,
for any n ∈ N,
‖Cn(t)(u)‖L1 6
C
nβ−1
‖u‖∞ .
Proof. Set Xn+1 = X\
⋃n
i=0 T
−iB and Zn+1 = T n(Xn+1). The funtion Cn(u) vanishes
outside of Zn+1. Let x ∈ Zn+1 and let y be its preimage under T n. Then |Cn(t)(u)(x)| =
|u(y)| 6 ‖u‖∞. Hene, ‖Cn(t)(u)‖L1 6 m(Zn+1) ‖u‖∞. Finally, m(Zn+1) = m(Xn+1) =∑∞
p=n+1m(ϕ > p) = O(1/n
β−1).
4.2 Result for the indued map
Equation (15) and 2 in Lemma 4.1 imply that the perturbed transfer operator R(1, t) =
T̂B(t) = T̂B(e
itfB ·) has a spetral gap. Thus, the lassial methods of [GH88℄ apply to
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it, and yield an asymptoti expansion of the maximal eigenvalue of T̂B(t) (this implies a
entral limit theorem for TB and the funtion fB, but we are not interested in it here). To
estimate the speed in the entral limit theorem, we will need a rather preise asymptoti
expansion of this eigenvalue, given by the following proposition.
Proposition 4.5. Assume that T and f satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 in a
mixing Young tower. Let σ2 be the variane in this theorem. Then, for small enough
t, R(1, t) has a unique eigenvalue λ(1, t) lose to 1. It an be written as λ(1, t) = 1 −
σ2
2m(B)
L(t) for a funtion L suh that L(t) ∼ t2 when t→ 0.
Write EB(u) =
1
m(B)
∫
B
u, and dene a funtion a on B by a = (I − T̂B)−1(T̂BfB). Then
λ(1, t) = EB(e
itfB)− t2EB(afB) +O(t3). (21)
Proof. The fat that λ(1, t) = 1− σ2
2m(B)
(t2+ o(t2)) is a onsequene of [Gou04a, Theorem
3.7℄. It remains to prove (21). As everything takes plae in B, we an multiply m by a
onstant, and assume that m(B) = 1. Set Rt = R(1, t), and let ξt be the eigenfuntion
of Rt orresponding to its eigenvalue λt lose to 1. We normalize it so that
∫
ξt = 1. We
will also write R = R0 = T̂B.
Lemma 3.4 of [Gou04a℄ states that there exists a onstant C suh that, if g : B → R is
integrable,
‖Rg‖ν 6 C
(
‖g‖L1 +
∑
I
m(Bi,0)Dνg(Bi,0)
)
(22)
where Dνg(Bi,0) is the best ν-Hölder onstant of g on Bi,0, dened in (16). In partiular,
RfB ∈ Cν(B).
Let us show that, in Cν(B),
R
(
eitfB − 1
t
)
= iR(fB) +O(t). (23)
The Taylor Formula gives
eitfB − 1
t
− ifB = −tf 2B
∫ 1
0
(1− u)eitufB du.
We use this formula to bound Dν
(
eitfB−1
t
− ifB
)
(Bi,0), where Bi,0 is an element of the
partition of B. Set n = ϕ(Bi,0) the return time on Bi,0. As Dν(h1h2) 6 Dν(h1) ‖h2‖∞ +
‖h1‖∞Dν(h2),
Dν
(
eitfB − 1
t
− ifB
)
(Bi,0) 6 |t|
∥∥(fB)|Bi,0∥∥∞DνfB(Bi,0)
+ |t| ∥∥(fB)|Bi,0∥∥2∞ ∫ 1
0
Dν(e
itufB)(Bi,0) du.
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The rst term is 6 |t|n2. For the seond term, take C suh that |eis − 1| 6 C|s|η for any
s ∈ R (where η was dened in (17)). Then, if x, y ∈ Bi,0,∣∣eitufB(x) − eitufB(y)∣∣ = ∣∣eitu(fB(x)−fB(y)) − 1∣∣ 6 C|tu(fB(x)− fB(y))|η
6 C|DτfB(Bi,0)τ s(x,y)|η 6 Cnηνs(x,y),
whene Dν(e
itufB)(Bi,0) 6 Cn
η
. An integration yields
Dν
(
eitfB − 1
t
− ifB
)
(Bi,0) 6 |t|n2+η.
Equation (22) gives that∥∥∥∥R(eitfB − 1t − ifB
)∥∥∥∥
ν
6 C
(∥∥∥∥eitfB − 1t − ifB
∥∥∥∥
L1
+
∑
m[ϕ = n]|t|n2+η
)
.
As |eitfB − 1 − itfB| 6 t2f 2B, with f 2B integrable, the rst term is O(t). For the seond
term,
∑
m[ϕ = n]n2+η =
∑(
m[ϕ > n− 1]−m[ϕ > n])n2+η 6 C∑m[ϕ > n]n1+η. Sine
m[ϕ > n] = O(1/nβ), this sum is nite by denition of η. This proves (23).
We return to the study of the eigenvalue λt. As λtξt = Rtξt, we get after integration that
λt = E(e
itfB) +
∫
(eitfB − 1)(ξt − 1). (24)
As fB ∈ L2 and
∫
fB = 0, we have
E(eitfB ) = 1 + it
∫
fB − t
2
2
∫
f 2B + o(t
2) = 1− t
2
2
∫
f 2B + o(t
2). (25)
Moreover, by 4 in Lemma 4.1, ξt − 1 = O(‖Rt − R‖) = O(t) in Cν(B), hene in L2, and
eitfB − 1 = itfB + o(t) = O(t) in L2. Consequently,
∫
(eitfB − 1)(ξt − 1) = O(t2), whih
implies that λt = 1 +O(t
2).
Thus,
ξt − 1
t
=
λtξt − ξ0
t
+O(t) = (Rt −R0)ξt − ξ0
t
+R
ξt − ξ0
t
+
Rt − R0
t
ξ0 +O(t).
As Rt − R0 = O(t) and ξt−ξ0t is bounded, (Rt − R0) ξt−ξ0t = O(t). Moreover, Rt−R0t ξ0 =
R
(
eitfB−1
t
)
. Hene,
(I − R)ξt − ξ0
t
= R
(
eitfB − 1
t
)
+O(t).
As RfB ∈ Cν(B), and I−R is invertible on the funtions of Cν(B) with vanishing integral
(3 in Lemma 4.1), it is possible to dene a = (I−R)−1(RfB) ∈ Cν(B). Then, using (23),
(I − R)
(
ξt − ξ0
t
− ia
)
= R
(
eitfB − 1
t
− ifB
)
+O(t) = O(t).
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As the inverse of I −R is ontinuous on the funtions with zero integral, we get that, in
Cν(B) (hene in L
∞
),
ξt = 1 + tia +O(t
2).
As eitfB = 1 + itfB +O(t
2) in L1 sine f 2B is integrable, we get∫
(eitfB − 1)(ξt − 1) = −t2
∫
fBa+O(t
3).
Equation (24) yields the desired onlusion.
4.3 The key estimate
Theorem 4.6. Let X be a Young tower with m[ϕ > n] = O(1/nβ) for β > 2, and
gcd(ϕi) = 1. Let f ∈ Cτ (X) be of zero integral. Let σ and L(t) be given by Proposition
4.5, and assume σ > 0. Then there exist α > 0, C > 0 and d > 0 suh that, for any
u ∈ Cτ (X) and v ∈ L∞(X), for any n ∈ N∗, for any t ∈ [−α, α],∣∣∣∣∫
X
eitSnf · u · v ◦ T n dm−
(
1− σ
2
2
L(t)
)n(∫
X
u dm
)(∫
X
v dm
)∣∣∣∣
6 C
[
1
nβ−1
+ |t|
(
1
nβ−1
)
⋆ (1− dt2)n
]
‖u‖ ‖v‖∞ .
Proof. Set R(z, t) =
∑
Rn(t)z
n
, we want to apply Theorem 3.1 to R(z, t). Proposition
4.5 gives the behavior of the eigenvalue of R(1, t), while Lemma 4.1 shows the required
estimates. Finally, the spetral projetion P of R(1, 0) is the projetion on the onstant
funtions on B, given by Pg =
∫
B
g dm
m(B)
. It satises PR′(1)P = 1
m(B)
P ([Gou04a, Lemma
4.4.℄).
Consequently, we an apply Theorem 3.1 with M(t) = σ
2
2m(B)
L(t) and µ = 1
m(B)
. As∑
Tn(t)z
n = (I − R(z, t))−1 by (12), we get that there exists an error term E(n, t) suh
that Tn(t) = m(B)
(
1− σ2
2
L(t)
)n
P + E(n, t), with
‖E(n, t)‖ 6 C
[
1
nβ−1
+ |t|
(
1
nβ−1
)
⋆
(
1− dt2)n] =: e(n, t). (26)
In the following, C and d will denote generi onstants, that may vary nitely many times.
In partiular, we may write inequalities like 10e(n, t) 6 e(n, t). With this onvention,
Lemma 3.2 implies that (
1
nβ−1
)
⋆ e(n, t) = O(e(n, t)). (27)
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Let u ∈ Cτ (X) and v ∈ L∞(X). To simplify the expressions, we will assume that these
funtions are of norm at most 1. Then (13) implies that∫
X
eitSnf · u · v ◦ T n =
∫
X
T̂ n(eitSnfu)v =
∫
X
T̂ (t)n(u)v
=
∑
a+k+b=n
∫
X
Aa(t)Tk(t)Bb(t)(u)v +
∫
X
Cn(t)(u)v
=
∑
a+k+b=n
∫
X
Aa(t)m(B)
(
1− σ
2
2
L(t)
)k
PBb(t)(u)v
+
∑
a+k+b=n
∫
X
Aa(t)E(k, t)Bb(t)(u)v +
∫
X
Cn(t)(u)v.
(28)
By Lemma 4.4,
∣∣∫
X
Cn(t)(u)v
∣∣ 6 C
nβ−1 6 e(n, t).
Let us bound the seond sum of (28). If h ∈ Cν(X), the funtion Aa(t)h is supported in
T a{y ∈ B | ϕ(y) > a}, whose measure is m[ϕ > a] = O(1/aβ). Thus, ∣∣∫
X
Aa(t)h
∣∣ 6
C
aβ
‖h‖∞ 6 Caβ−1 ‖h‖. Moreover, ‖E(k, t)Bb(t)(u)‖ 6 e(k, t) ‖Bb(t)‖ 6 e(k, t) Cbβ−1 by
Lemma 4.3. Thus,∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
a+k+b=n
∫
X
Aa(t)E(k, t)Bb(t)(u)v
∣∣∣∣∣ 6 ∑
a+k+b=n
C
aβ−1
e(k, t)
C
bβ−1
6 C
(
1
nβ−1
)
⋆ e(n, t) ⋆
(
1
nβ−1
)
6 e(n, t)
(29)
by (27).
The rst sum of (28) an be written as
I =
∑
a+k+b=n
(∫
X
Aa(t)(1B)v
)(
1− σ
2
2
L(t)
)k (∫
B
Bb(t)(u)
)
.
Using Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 and onvolving, we nd a sequene wn suh that wn = O(1/n
β),∑
wn =
(∫
u
) (∫
v
)
, and
I =
(
wn +O
( |t|
nβ−1
))
⋆
(
1− σ
2
2
L(t)
)k
.
As L(t) ∼ t2 when t→ 0, the term oming from O
(
|t|
nβ−1
)
is bounded by |t| ( 1
nβ−1
)
⋆ (1−
dt2)n 6 e(n, t). Moreover, for x, y ∈ R,
|ex − ey| 6 |x− y|emax(x,y). (30)
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Thus,∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=0
wn−k
(
1− σ
2
2
L(t)
)k
−
n∑
k=0
wn−k
(
1− σ
2
2
L(t)
)n∣∣∣∣∣
6
n∑
k=0
C
(n− k)β (n− k)
∣∣∣∣ln(1− σ22 L(t)
)∣∣∣∣ (1− σ22 L(t)
)k
6
n∑
k=0
Ct2(1− dt2)k 1
(n− k)β−1 6 e(n, t).
Hene, up to O(e(n, t)), the integral
∫
eitSnf ·u·v◦T n is equal to∑nk=0wn−k (1− σ22 L(t))n.
Finally,∣∣∣∣∣
(
1− σ
2
2
L(t)
)n ∫
X
u
∫
X
v −
n∑
k=0
wn−k
(
1− σ
2
2
L(t)
)n∣∣∣∣∣
=
(
1− σ
2
2
L(t)
)n ∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
k=n+1
wk
∣∣∣∣∣ 6 C
∞∑
k=n+1
1
kβ
6
C
nβ−1
6 e(n, t).
This onludes the proof.
When u = v = 1, Theorem 4.6 states that, for small t, the harateristi funtion of Snf
behaves essentially like
(
1− σ2
2
L(t)
)n
, whih is very similar to the harateristi funtion
of the sum of n independent identially distributed random variables. Hene, using this
estimate, it will be possible to use the lassial probabilisti proofs to get the loal limit
theorem or the Berry-Esseen theorem. However, some are is still required to hek that
the error term in Theorem 4.6 is suiently small so that these proofs still work.
5 Proof of the loal limit theorem
5.1 Periodiity problems
This paragraph is related to the end of Setion 3 of [AD01℄. The dierenes ome mainly
from the indutive proess and the fat that we are onsidering series of operators instead
of a single operator.
Let X be a Young tower with gcd(ϕi) = 1, τ < 1 and f ∈ Cτ (X). For t ∈ R, eitf is said
to be ohomologous to a onstant λ ∈ S1 if there exists ω : X → S1 suh that eitf = λω◦T
ω
almost everywhere.
Proposition 5.1. Let t ∈ R, and z ∈ S1. The following assertions are equivalent:
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1. eitf is ohomologous to z−1.
2. 1 is an eigenvalue of the operator R(z, t) ating on Cν(B).
Proof. Suppose rst that there exists a nonzero ω ∈ Cν(B) suh that R(z, t)ω = ω. As
R(z, t)(v) = T̂B(z
ϕeitfBv), the adjoint operator of R(z, t) in L2 is W (v) = z−ϕe−itfBv ◦
TB. Then ‖Wω − ω‖2L2 = ‖Wω‖2L2 − ‖ω‖2L2 . As TB preserves the measure, we have
‖ω‖L2 = ‖Wω‖L2, whene ‖Wω − ω‖L2 = 0. Consequently, ω = z−ϕe−itfBω ◦ TB almost
everywhere. Taking the modulus, |ω| = |ω| ◦ TB, and the ergodiity of TB gives that |ω|
is almost everywhere onstant. We an assume that |ω| = 1. We extend the funtion ω
to X by setting
ω(x, k) = ω(x, 0)eitf(x,0) · · · eitf(x,k−1)zk.
Then, for k < ϕ(x)−1, we have by onstrution ω◦T (x, k)/ω(x, k) = zeitf(x,k). Moreover,
for k = ϕ(x)− 1,
ω ◦ T (x, k)/ω(x, k) = ω ◦ TB(x, 0)/ω(x, k) = eitfB(x,0)zk+1ω(x, 0)/ω(x, k) = eitf(x,k)z.
Thus, eitf = z−1ω ◦ T/ω almost everywhere.
Conversely, suppose that a measurable funtion ω satises eitf = z−1ω◦T/ω. The previous
alulations give eitfB = z−ϕω ◦ TB/ω. The operator R(z, t) = T̂B(zϕeitfB ·) ats on L1,
and satises
R(z, t)(ω) = T̂B
(
zϕeitfBω
)
= T̂B (ω ◦ TB) = ω.
But, in Lemma 4.1, we have seen that R(z, t) satises a Doeblin-Fortet inequality between
the spaes Cν(B) and L
1(B). [ITM50℄ ensures that the eigenfuntions of R(z, t) in L1(B)
for the eigenvalue 1 are in fat in Cν(B), i.e. ω ∈ Cν(B).
Corollary 5.2. The set A := {t ∈ R | eitf is ohomologous to a onstant} is a losed
subgroup of R. Moreover, for every t ∈ A, there exists a unique z(t) ∈ S1 suh that eitf is
ohomologous to z(t). Finally, the map t 7→ z(t) is a ontinuous morphism from A to S1.
Proof. The set A is learly a subgroup of R. If eitf is ohomologous simultaneously to z
and z′, then z′ = e
ih◦T
eih
z for some funtion h : X → R. As T is mixing ([You99, Theorem
1 (iii)℄), the only onstant s satisfying g ◦ T = sg for some nonzero funtion g is 1. This
implies that z = z′. The map t 7→ z(t) is thus well dened, and it is learly a group
morphism.
It remains to hek that A is losed and that z(t) is ontinuous. Let tn be a sequene of
A onverging to T ∈ R. Let Z be a luster point of the sequene z(tn). By 5 in Lemma
4.1, (z, t) 7→ R(z, t) is a ontinuous map with values in Hom(Cν(B)). If I − R(Z−1, T )
were invertible, then I − R(z−1n , tn) would also be invertible for large enough n, whih
is a ontradition by the previous proposition. Thus, I − R(Z−1, T ) is not invertible,
whene 1 is an eigenvalue of R(Z−1, T ) by quasi-ompatness. This implies that T ∈ A
and Z = z(T ), one again by the previous proposition.
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Consequently, there are three ases to be onsidered for the loal limit theorem: A is
either R, or {0}, or a disrete subgroup of R. If it is R, [MS80℄ ensures that f an be
written as g − g ◦ T , hene σ = 0 in the entral limit theorem, and there is nothing to
prove. If A = {0}, it is not possible to write f as ρ + g − g ◦ T + λq, where ρ ∈ R,
g : X → R is measurable, λ > 0 and q : X → Z, i.e. f is aperiodi. This ase is handled
by Theorem 1.2. Finally, A = 2πZ means that f = ρ+ g− g ◦T + q where q takes integer
values, and that there is no suh expression where q takes its values in nZ with n > 2.
This is dealt with in Theorem 5.3.
5.2 The aperiodi ase
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let f be an aperiodi funtion on X , as in the hypotheses of
Theorem 1.2. Then, for every (z, t) ∈ (D × R) − {(1, 0)}, I − R(z, t) is invertible: for
|z| < 1, the spetral radius of R(z, t) is at most |z| < 1 (2 in Lemma 4.1), and for |z| = 1
this omes from Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 5.2, sine A = {0}.
Let α > 0 be given by Theorem 4.6: we ontrol the behavior of the integrals when |t| 6 α.
Take K > 0. We will show the following fat: there exists C > 0 suh that, for every
|t| ∈ [α,K], for every n ∈ N∗, for all funtions u ∈ Cτ (X) and v ∈ L∞(X),∣∣∣∣∫
X
eitSnf · u · v ◦ T n
∣∣∣∣ 6 Cnβ−1 ‖u‖ ‖v‖∞ . (31)
Let us write A = O+β−1(Hom(Cν(B))) (the Banah algebra of series
∑∞
0 Anz
n
where An ∈
Hom(Cν(B)) and ‖An‖ = O(1/nβ−1), with the norm ‖
∑
Anz
n‖ = supn∈N(n+1)β−1 ‖An‖).
The map t 7→ R(z, t) is ontinuous from [−K,−α] ∪ [α,K] to A (5 in Lemma 4.1).
Moreover, I − R(z, t) is invertible on D for t in these intervals. Theorem A.4 shows that
(I−R(z, t))−1 ∈ A, and the ontinuity of the inversion even yields that t 7→ (I−R(z, t))−1
is ontinuous. By ompatness, there exists C suh that ‖(I − R(z, t))−1‖A 6 C for
|t| ∈ [α,K]. As (I − R(z, t))−1 = ∑Tn(t)zn, this implies that ‖Tn(t)‖ 6 Cnβ−1 , uniformly
in n and t.
We have ∫
X
eitSnf · u · v ◦ T n =
∫
X
Cn(t)(u)v +
∑
a+k+b=n
∫
X
Aa(t)Tk(t)Bb(t)(u)v.
By Lemma 4.4,
∣∣∫
X
Cn(t)(u)v
∣∣ 6 C
nβ−1 ‖u‖∞ ‖v‖∞. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3,∣∣∣∣∫ Aa(t)Tk(t)Bb(t)(u)v∣∣∣∣ 6 Caβ−1 ‖Tk(t)Bb(t)(u)‖∞ ‖v‖∞ 6 Caβ−1 ‖Tk(t)‖ ‖Bb(t)‖ ‖u‖ ‖v‖∞
6
C
aβ−1
C
kβ−1
C
bβ−1
‖u‖ ‖v‖∞ .
Thus,∣∣∣∣∫
X
eitSnf · u · v ◦ T n
∣∣∣∣ 6 C ( 1nβ−1
)
⋆
(
1
nβ−1
)
⋆
(
1
nβ−1
)
‖u‖ ‖v‖∞ 6
C
nβ−1
‖u‖ ‖v‖∞ ,
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and (31) is proved.
We prove now the loal limit theorem, using the method of Breiman ([Bre68℄). Take u, v
and kn as in the assumptions of Theorem 1.2. Let ψ ∈ L1(R) be suh that its Fourier
transform ψ̂ is supported in [−K,K]. Then ψ(x) = 1
2pi
∫ K
−K ψ̂(t)e
itx dt, whene
√
nE(ψ(Snf − kn − u− v ◦ T n)) =
√
n
2π
∫ K
−K
ψ̂(t)E
(
eit(Snf−kn−u−v◦T
n)
)
dt
=
√
n
2π
∫ α
−α
ψ̂(t)e−itknE(eitSnfe−itue−itv◦T
n
) dt
+
√
n
2π
∫
α6|t|6K
ψ̂(t)e−itknE(eitSnfe−itue−itv◦T
n
) dt.
(32)
For α 6 |t| 6 K, the norms ‖e−itu‖ and ‖e−itv‖∞ remain bounded. Hene, (31) implies
that
∣∣E(eitSnfe−itue−itv◦Tn)∣∣ 6 C
nβ−1 . Therefore, the seond integral tends to 0. For the
rst integral, we approximate E(eitSnfe−itue−itv◦T
n
) by
(
1− σ2
2
L(t)
)n ∫
e−itu
∫
e−itv. By
Theorem 4.6, the error term is bounded by
C
√
n
∫ α
−α
(
1
nβ−1
+ |t|
(
1
nβ−1
)
⋆ (1− dt2)n
)
dt.
Let us show that this integral tends to 0. This is lear for the rst term. For the seond
term, we ut the integral in two piees. For |t| 6 1√
n
, the onvolution is bounded (sine
1
nβ−1 is summable and (1 − dt2)n 6 1), whene the integral is 6 C
√
n
∫
|t|61/√n |t| dt→ 0.
For |t| > 1√
n
, Lemma 3.2 gives that the onvolution is bounded by
1
|t|nβ−1 + |t|(1− dt2)n,
whene the integral is less than
C
√
n
∫
1/
√
n6|t|6α
1
|t|nβ−1 + |t|(1− dt
2)n dt 6 C
√
n
lnn
nβ−1
+ C
√
n
[
(1− dt2)n+1
−2d(n+ 1)
]α
1/
√
n
→ 0.
Finally, we have proved that
√
nE(ψ(Snf − kn − u− v ◦ T n))
=
√
n
2π
∫ α
−α
ψ̂(t)e−itkn
(
1− σ
2
2
L(t)
)n
E(e−itu)E(e−itv) dt+ o(1).
But
√
n
2π
∫ α
−α
ψ̂(t)e−itkn
(
1− σ
2
2
L(t)
)n
E(e−itu)E(e−itv) dt
=
1
2π
∫ α√n
−α√n
ψ̂
(
t√
n
)
e−itkn/
√
n
(
1− σ
2
2
L
(
t√
n
))n
E(e
−i t√
n
u
)E(e
−i t√
n
v
) dt
→ 1
2π
∫
R
ψ̂(0)e−itκe−
σ2
2
t2 dt,
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by dominated onvergene. We have used the fat that L(t) ∼ t2 lose to 0, and in
partiular, if α is small enough,
(
1− σ2
2
L
(
t√
n
))n
6
(
1− σ2t2
4n
)n
6 e−
σ2t2
4
, whih gives
the domination.
Set χ(κ) = e
− κ2
2σ2
σ
√
2pi
. We have proved that, for any ψ in L1 with ψ̂ ompatly supported,
√
nE(ψ(Snf − kn − u− v ◦ T n))→ χ(κ)
∫
R
ψ(x) dx. (33)
Equation (33) an then be extended to a larger lass of funtions by density arguments
(see [Bre68℄), and this larger lass ontains in partiular the harateristi funtions of
bounded intervals. This onludes the proof.
5.3 The periodi ase
The following theorem gives the loal limit theorem when the group A of Paragraph 5.1
is a disrete subgroup of R, for example 2πZ.
Theorem 5.3 (loal limit theorem, periodi ase). Let X be a Young tower with
gcd(ϕi) = 1. Assume that m[ϕ > n] = O(1/n
β) with β > 2. Let τ < 1. Take f ∈ Cτ (X)
of zero integral, and σ2 given by Theorem 1.1.
Assume that f = ρ+q where q takes integer values and ρ ∈ R, but that f an not be written
as f = ρ′ + g − g ◦ T + λq′, where λ ∈ N− {1} and q′ : X → Z (this implies in partiular
σ > 0). Then, for every sequene kn with kn − nρ ∈ Z suh that kn/
√
n→ κ ∈ R,
√
n m {x ∈ X | Snf(x) = kn} → e
− κ2
2σ2
σ
√
2π
.
Proof. This is essentially the same proof as that of Theorem 1.2, but we use the Fourier
transform on Z (i.e. Fourier series) instead of the Fourier transform on R.
If k and l are two integer numbers,
1k=l =
1
2π
∫ pi
−pi
eit(l−k) dt.
Applying this equation to kn − nρ and Snf(x)− nρ and integrating gives
m {x ∈ X | Snf(x) = kn} = 1
2π
∫ pi
−pi
e−itknE(eitSnf ) dt.
This is an analogue of (32). From this point on, the proof of Theorem 1.2 applies. The
only problem is to hek that, on [−π,−α]∪ [α, π], I−R(z, t) is invertible for z ∈ D. This
omes from the assumptions on f , whih ensures that I − R(z, t) is invertible as soon as
t 6∈ 2πZ, by Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 5.2, sine A = 2πZ.
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6 Proof of the entral limit theorem with speed
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The Berry-Esseen Theorem ([Fel66℄) implies that the result will
be proved if we show that, for some c > 0,∫ c√n
−c√n
1
|t|
∣∣∣E(ei t√nSnf)− e−σ22 t2∣∣∣ dt = O( 1
nδ/2
)
.
We rst estimate the integral between −1/n and 1/n:∫ 1/n
−1/n
1
|t|
∣∣∣E(ei t√nSnf)− e−σ22 t2∣∣∣ dt 6 ∫ 1/n
−1/n
1
|t|
∣∣∣E(ei t√nSnf )− 1∣∣∣ dt+ ∫ 1/n
−1/n
1
|t|
∣∣∣e−σ22 t2 − 1∣∣∣ dt
6
∫ 1/n
−1/n
1√
n
E(|Snf |) dt+
∫ 1/n
−1/n
σ2
2
|t| dt.
But
∫ |Snf | 6 n ∫ |f |, whene we get O(1/√n) for this term.
Let L(t) be given by Proposition 4.5. Then, for small enough c,∫
1/n6|t|6c√n
1
|t|
∣∣∣E(ei t√nSnf)− e−σ22 t2∣∣∣ dt
6
∫
1/n6|t|6c√n
1
|t|
∣∣∣∣(1− σ22 L
(
t√
n
))n
− e−σ
2
2
t2
∣∣∣∣ dt
+
∫
1/n6|t|6c√n
1
|t|
∣∣∣∣E(ei t√nSnf )−(1− σ22 L
(
t√
n
))n∣∣∣∣ dt.
Let us show that the seond term satises∫
1/n6|t|6c√n
1
|t|
∣∣∣∣E(ei t√nSnf )− (1− σ22 L
(
t√
n
))n∣∣∣∣ dt = O( 1√n
)
.
Set e(n, t) = C
[
1
nβ−1 + |t|
(
1
nβ−1
)
⋆ (1− dt2)n]. By Theorem 4.6,∣∣∣∣E(ei t√nSnf )−(1− σ22 L
(
t√
n
))n∣∣∣∣ 6 e(n, t/√n).
Thus, it is enough to prove that∫
1/n6|t|6c√n
e(n, t/
√
n)
|t| dt = O
(
1√
n
)
.
For the term
1
nβ−1 in e(n, t), the integral is C
lnn
nβ−1 , whih is O(1/
√
n).
For the other term c(n, t) = |t| ( 1
nβ−1
)
⋆ (1− dt2)n, we ut the integral in two piees. For
|t| 6 1, the onvolution is bounded (sine 1
nβ−1 is summable and (1 − d t
2
n
)n 6 1). It
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remains
∫ 1
1/n
1
|t|
|t|√
n
dt 6 1√
n
. For |t| > 1, we use Lemma 3.2, whih gives that c(n, t) 6
1
|t|nβ−1 + |t|
(
1− d
2
t2
)n
. Thus,
∫ √n
1
1
|t|
∣∣∣∣c(n, t√n
)∣∣∣∣ dt 6 ∫
√
n
1
√
n
t2nβ−1
dt+
1√
n
∫ √n
1
e−dt
2/2 dt = O
(
1√
n
)
.
Finally, we have proved that
∫ c√n
−c√n
1
|t|
∣∣∣E(ei t√nSnf )− e−σ22 t2∣∣∣ dt
6
∫
|t|6c√n
1
|t|
∣∣∣∣(1− σ22 L
(
t√
n
))n
− e−σ
2
2
t2
∣∣∣∣ dt+O( 1√n
)
. (34)
We have only to deal with the powers of a funtion. Hene, it will be possible to use
the same methods as in probability theory. More preisely, the study of the speed in the
entral limit theorem in [IL71, Theorem 3.4.1℄ uses the two following fats:
1. If a random variable Z satises E(|Z|21|Z|>z) = O(z−δ) with 0 < δ 6 1 and, in
the δ = 1 ase, E(Z31|Z|6z) = O(1), then there exists a onstant λ2 > 0 suh that
E(eitZ) = 1− λ2
2
t2(1 + γ(t)), with
∫ x
−x t
2|γ(t)| dt = O(x3+δ) when x→ 0.
2. If a funtion γ˜(t) satises
∫ x
−x t
2|γ˜(t)| dt = O(x3+δ) with 0 < δ 6 1, and σ2 > 0, then
Λ(t) := t2(1 + γ˜(t)) satises
∫
|t|6c√n
1
|t|
∣∣∣(1− σ22 Λ( t√n))n − e−σ22 t2∣∣∣ dt = O(n−δ/2).
By Proposition 4.5, the eigenvalue λ(t) of T̂B(t) is equal to EB(e
itfB) + αt2 + O(t3) for
some onstant α. The fat 1 applied to the random variable fB : B → R implies that
EB(e
itfB ) = 1− λ2
2
t2(1 + γ(t)) for some funtion γ(t) satisfying
∫ x
−x t
2|γ(t)| dt = O(x3+δ).
As λ(t) = 1 − σ2
2m(B)
L(t), this implies that L(t) = t2
(
1 +m(B)λ
2
σ2
γ(t) +O(t)
)
. Hene, we
an write L(t) = t2(1 + γ˜(t)) with
∫ x
−x t
2|γ˜(t)| dt = O(x3+δ). Therefore, the fat 2 implies
that
∫
|t|6c√n
1
|t|
∣∣∣(1− σ22 L( t√n))n − e−σ22 t2∣∣∣ dt = O(n−δ/2).
By (34), we obtain
∫ c√n
−c√n
1
|t|
∣∣∣E(ei t√nSnf)− e−σ22 t2∣∣∣ dt = O(n−δ/2), whih onludes the
proof.
A The Wiener Lemma
In this appendix, we prove that the algebra Oγ(C) introdued in Paragraph 3.1 is indeed
a Banah algebra, and that it satises a Wiener Lemma (Theorem A.3).
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Let C be a Banah algebra, and take γ > 1. Write wn = (n+1)−γ for n > 0. There exists
a onstant c suh that (wn) ⋆ (wn) 6 cwn. We dene a norm on Oγ(C) by∥∥∥∥∥∑
n∈Z
Anz
n
∥∥∥∥∥ =
(∑
n∈Z
‖An‖+ c sup
n>0
‖An‖
wn
)
+
(∑
n∈Z
‖An‖+ c sup
n60
‖An‖
w|n|
)
. (35)
Proposition A.1. Let C be a Banah algebra, and γ > 1. With the norm (35), Oγ(C) is
a Banah algebra.
Proof. The ompleteness is lear. It is suient to prove the submultipliativity of the
norm for one half of this norm, for example the rst one. Let us write ‖∑Anzn‖1 =∑ ‖An‖, and Pw(∑Anzn) = supn>0 ‖An‖wn . Then, if A = ∑Anzn and B = ∑Bnzn, we
have ‖AB‖1 6 ‖A‖1 ‖B‖1. Moreover, for n > 0,
‖(AB)n‖
wn
6
∑
k ‖AkBn−k‖
wn
6
1
wn
n∑
k=0
‖AkBn−k‖+
( −1∑
k=−∞
‖Ak‖Pw(B)wn−k
wn
)
+
( −1∑
k=−∞
‖Bk‖Pw(A)wn−k
wn
)
6 Pw(A)Pw(B)
(w ⋆ w)n
wn
+ ‖A‖1 Pw(B) + ‖B‖1 Pw(A).
Thus, Pw(AB) 6 cPw(A)Pw(B) + ‖A‖1 Pw(B) + ‖B‖1 Pw(A). This gives the onlusion.
We will now identify the haraters of the ommutative algebra Oγ(C), i.e. the algebra
morphisms from Oγ(C) to C. For λ ∈ S1, we an dene a harater χλ on Oγ(C) by
χλ(a) =
∑
anλ
n
.
Proposition A.2. The haraters of Oγ(C) are exatly the χλ, for λ ∈ S1.
Proof. This result is given by Rogozin in [Rog73℄, but there is a (density) problem in his
argument, for γ 6∈ N. A orretion is given in [Rog77℄, and a more diret argument an
be found in [Fre87, Theorem 1.2.12℄.
The following theorem has been thoroughly used in Setion 3. It is a Wiener Lemma in
the algebra Oγ(C).
Theorem A.3. Let C be a Banah algebra, γ > 1, and A(z) = ∑n∈ZAnzn ∈ Oγ(C).
Assume that, for every z ∈ S1, A(z) is an invertible element of C. Then A is invertible
in the Banah algebra Oγ(C).
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Proof. Gelfand's Theorem ([Rud91, Theorem 11.5 ()℄) ensures that, if an element a of a
ommutative Banah algebra satises χ(a) 6= 0 for every harater χ, then a is invertible.
With Proposition A.2, this gives Theorem A.3 for Oγ(C).
To handle the ase of a general nonommutative Banah algebra, we use Theorem 3 of
[BP42℄.
The same kind of Wiener Lemma holds in the algebra O+γ (C) (also dened in Setion 3.1):
Theorem A.4. Let C be a Banah algebra, γ > 1, and A(z) = ∑n∈NAnzn ∈ O+γ (C).
Assume that, for every z ∈ D, A(z) is an invertible element of C. Then A is invertible in
the Banah algebra O+γ (C).
Proof. This is the same proof as in Theorem A.3 (but here, the haraters on O+γ (C) are
given by χλ(a) =
∑∞
n=0 λ
nan for λ ∈ D).
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